KIT/FIT reports can be accessed at the following site:
https://www.cic.edu/resources-research/benchmarking-services/download-report

THE CIC KIT/FIT PRESIDENTIAL REVIEW

1. How is our enrollment, both total FTE and full-time, first-year students, doing compared to similar institutions and to schools in our region? KIT 1 ENROLL and KIT 2 FY ENROLL (R, F, S, C)

2. How do our first to second year retention and six year graduation rates compare to similar institutions and to others in our region? KIT 4 RETENTION and KIT 5 GRAD RATE (R, F, S, C)

3. How do our faculty salaries at the assistant, associate, and full-professor levels compare to similar institutions and to others in our region? KIT 8-10 (R, F, S, C)

4. How does our level of institutional aid and discount rate compare to institutions similar to us and to others in our region? KIT 12 TOTAL INST AID and KIT 16 DISCOUNT RATE (R, F, S, C)

5. How effective is our pricing and aid strategy in maximizing net tuition revenue per student and is it consistent with our mission? KIT 11 TUITION, KIT 12 TOTAL INST AID, and KIT 15 TUI REV (R, F, S, C)

6. What does our endowment per student look like compared to similar institutions and to others in our region? KIT 18 ENDOWMENT (R, F, S, C)

7. What does our spending on instruction per student and our overall spending per student look like compared to similar institutions and to others in our region? And what is the relationship of instructional spending to overall spending? KIT 19 INSTRUCT EXP and KIT 20 TOTAL EXP (R, F, S, C)

8. How much operating reserve do we have (safety cushion/money for new programs/runway length for change) compared to other institutions? FIT OPERATING RESERVE REGION

9. How are our change in net assets and operating margins trends tracking with other institutions? FIT CHANGE IN NET ASSETS REGION and OPERATING MARGIN REGION

10. What does our overall financial health look like compared to other institutions nationally and regionally? And what overall institutional strategy is suggested by our CIC FIT Score? FIT SCORE NATIONAL and FIT SCORE REGION